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Motto:

There is nothing like free lunch!

- A Chill Wind Blows East -
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 Introduction

 Macro-economic situation

 Factors behind weak Hungarian economic performance

 Request for financial assistance and its impact

 Current developments

 Summary of the newly modified EU Directive on DGF 

 Application of the modified EU Directive by Hungary

 Closing remarks
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2007 2008 2009 2009

revised

2010 2011

GDP growth (%) 1.1 1.3 -0.9 -2.5/-3.0 1.6 2.5

Retail consumption (%) -1.8 0.9 -3.1 -2.5/-3.0 0.9 1.2

Community consumption -2.2 -2.0 0.2 -0.3 0.3

Investments (%) 1.5 -1.0 -0.9 -5.0 2.5 6.2

Export (%) 15.9 6.1 3.9 -3.0 5.8 8.5

Inflation (CPI) (%) 8.0 6.2 4.5 2.5-3.0 3.2 3.0

Gov’t budget deficit 

(GDP %)

5.0 3.4 2.6 2.6 2.5 2.2

Gov’t debt (GDP%) 65.4 65.4 67.8 67.8 66.9

Source: MoF
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CURRENT ACCOUNT (2008E, % OF GDP)
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 Lack of discipline in fiscal policy (effect: huge budget deficit; 

growing indebtedness; unusually high interest rate)

 High inflation

 Low level of employment 

 Extremely high increase in real wages for political reasons

 Low financing capability: low level of household savings + 

budget deficit = high interest rate + lack of funds for companies

 High proportion of FX loans (Yen, SFR, EUR) in all three 

sectors of economy!!!

 Difficulties in meeting FX financing needs

 Volatile HUF/EUR exchange rate (joining ERM getting afar)
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FX DENOMINATED LOANS & DEPOSITS
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 Problems in the export markets (industry structure 

heavily exposed to foreign demand – car industry)

 Corporate sector indebtedness in ST Forex 

denominated loans (35%; in total: 58%)  - renewal is a 

concern

 Slump in construction industry (low demand; no access 

to financing) 
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EXPORTS TO EURO-ZONE (% OF GDP)



 Request (04 Nov. ‘08) for IMF stand-by arrangement; 

WB, EU loan: IMF=15.7; WB=1.3; EU=8.1 (USD

Billion)

 Goal: „ designed to restore investors’ confidence 

and alleviate the stress experienced in recent weeks 

in the Hungarian financial markets” /DSK/ 

 Impact: package included measures to maintain 

„adequate domestic and foreign currency liquidity, 

as well as strong levels of capital, for the banking 

system” /DSK/
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Measures taken based on IMF Stand-by facility

 Financial support package for the Hungarian banking industry:

- 1.5 Bn USD for improvement of capital position

- 1.5 Bn USD for guaranteeing banking assets

- Eligibility criteria set by new law

 Strengthening the role of HFSA & NBH

 In order to enhance fiscal discipline

- new law on fiscal responsibility to control gov’t budgeting 

process

- target numbers for the ‘09 economic performance (primary 

balance of gov’t budget, y/y CPI and total gov’t debt level)

- Quarterly IMF monitoring  
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Financial sector support package:

 Measures can be taken if jointly recommended by the 

Chairman of HFSA and Governor of NBH

 State can exercise ownership rights, if a bank uses the 

NBH liquidity loan facility for over 20 working days;

 Capital position is more than 50 p.c. lower than 

required by law;

 Bank fails to repay state guaranteed obligation

 Bank should be systemically important.

No candidate for bail-out as yet!
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CHANGES IN BAD DEBT AND BANK CAPITAL

*Includes effects of IMF-led re-capitalisation



 Due to worse than expected external economic 

conditions (EU) 

- tax revenue expected to be lower

- decline of Hungarian economy expected to be adverse

- therefore, budget deficit target (2.6 p.c.) difficult to 

meet

 Depreciation of the HUF

 After visit of DSK in mid Jan. gov’t decided to adjust 

budget and introduce new austerity program
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Package to be approved in February to include:

 New measures in the tax system (lower employment 

tax; increase of VAT)

 Further cuts in the gov’t spending (social welfare)

 Measures to increase employment (guarantee programs 

for companies)

 Non-conventional central bank measures to increase 

liquidity
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Monetary and exchange rate policy:

 Base interest rate cut by 1.5 %

 Reduction in the reserve requirement ratio by 3 % 

 Broadening instruments for collaterals (mortgage 

bonds)

 New 6-months FX Swap Facility
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Timeline of already announced changes:

 On 15 October 2008 - amendment of the Directive 

(EUR 50,000 coverage level; payout-delay; co-

insurance)

 By 31 December 2009 - impact assessment, submitted 

to the European Parliament and the Council

 By 31 December 2010, payout delay of 20 days (10 

days from 2012?); coverage of the aggregate deposits 

of each depositor shall be set at EUR 100,000
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NDIF’s adjustment to possible bank crisis and 

compliance with enhanced EU legal framework:

 Joint HFSA-NDIF proposal for law amendment (fast 

track pay-out process ensuring faster payout and 

resolution function)

 Enhanced information-sharing between HFSA and 

NDIF 

 Borrowing facility (Repo agreement with NBH at 

guaranteed price; virtually unlimited government funds 

under commercial rate)
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 Financial market stress has slightly moderated since the 
announcement of the SBA, though external financing remains 
difficult.

 Economic indicators confirm that the crisis is underway with 
high speed.

 The recently-enacted bank support law is important, as it 
provides Hungarian banks with access to capital and borrowing 
guarantee facilities that are similar to those available to banks in 
other EU countries.

 The new Fiscal Responsibilty Law is welcome.
 Reductions in the key interest rate have been appropriate, but 

more stimulus is needed to stop economic downturn and adverse 
currency fluctuations.

 DIS, as last resort to depositors stands ready with enhanced 
capabilities 
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Thank you
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